
3 slaapkamer Appartement Te koop in Torrevieja, Alicante

EXTRAORDINARY NEW BUILD NORTHEAST & SOUTHWEST APARTMENTS IN PUNTA PRIMA, TORREVIEJA – ONLY 300M
FROM THE SEA WITH WONDERFUL SEA VIEWS. PRICES FROM €312000. 
Ocean Dream is a development of exclusively designed homes in the Punta Prima area and only 300 meters from the
beach. The residential will consist of 36 apartments with 2/3 bedrooms and 2 bathrooms, a parking space and storage
room. The 3 bedroom, 2 bathroom apartments will be from a 115m2 build and expected completion date June 2024. 
It will have incredible communal areas on the roof with 360º views from which you can enjoy in its infinity pool, jacuzzi,
or chill-out area while you watch the sunset. In addition, all homes have a terrace or private garden, and the ground
floor, in which a private pool can be built.
Ocean Dream homes will have excellent orientation since you will be able to choose between apartments facing
NORTHEAST or SOUTHWEST.
The development is located in the quiet area of Punta Prima (Torrevieja), just 300 meters from Cala Piteras beach, 700
meters from Punta Prima beach and 3 minutes by car (3 km) you have Playa Flamenca. It is also next to Lo Ferris, a
unique natural park in the area. Undoubtedly, an ideal location to enjoy the sea, nature and a wide variety of leisure
activities and services in the area.
Breathing fresh air, smelling the sea, contemplating the horizon, feeling it at home… Ocean is where the sea and your
dreams are one.
If you like sport, you can practice any type of water sport, run along the coast or go cycling, In the area we also have
sports complexes and several golf courses, the closest being Villamartín Golf, just 5 km away, Campoamor Golf and
Las Colinas Golf.
This wonderful development is also very close to a wide range of facilities such as restaurants, pharmacies and
supermarkets. Just 5 minutes by car you will be able to go to shopping centres such as Zenia Boulevard and
Habaneras. The residence is located less than 45 minutes by car from Alicante Airport and Murcia Airport in Corvera.  3 slaapkamers   2 badkamers   115m² Bouwgrootte
  Zwembad

312.000€
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